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Hand-marked paper ballots, kept physically secure, are key

• US elections neither tamper evident nor resilient.

• Need systems/procedures that can provide affirmative evidence that the reported
winners really won.

• Every electronic system is vulnerable to bugs, configuration errors, & hacking.

• Security properties of paper

• tangible/accountable
• tamper evident
• human readable
• large alteration/substitution attacks require physical access & many accomplices
• not all paper records are trustworthy
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• Hand-marked paper ballots are a record of what the voter did.

• Machine-marked paper ballots are a record of what the machine did.

• Few voters check BMD printout; fewer notice errors.

• Voters who notice problems have no evidence to convince others: open security
loop.

• Even if EO is convinced of problems, no way to determine correct outcome.
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Evidence-Based elections: trustworthy paper + risk-limiting audits

RLA: any procedure w/ a known maximum chance of not correcting the reported
outcome if it’s wrong & never changes correct outcomes.

Risk limit: max chance of not correcting reported outcome if it’s wrong, no matter why
it’s wrong.

RLA corrects wrong outcomes via a full hand count of trustworthy paper trail.

Can’t limit risk w/o trustworthy vote records.

Establishing whether paper trail is trustworthy involves other processes incl. canvass,
ballot accounting, pollbook/participation reconciliation, eligibility verification, secure
chain of custody, etc.
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Risk-Limiting Audits

• Endorsed by NASEM, PCEA, ASA, LWV, CC, VV, . . .

• ~60 pilot audits in AK, CA, CO, GA, IN, KS, MI, MT, NJ, OH, OR, PA, RI, WA,
WY, VA, DK.

• CA counties: Alameda, El Dorado, Humboldt, Inyo, Madera, Marin, Merced,
Monterey, Napa, Orange, San Francisco, San Luis Obispo, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz,
Stanislaus, Ventura, Yolo.

• Routine statewide in CO since 2017. Statewide audits in AK, KS, WY in 2020.

• Laws (of varying quality) in CA, CO, CT, GA, NV, NJ, OH, OR, RI, TX, VA, WA
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Wrinkles

• ~20% of U.S. voters don’t vote on paper

• jurisdictions adopting universal-use BMDs: paper trail untrustworthy

• inadequate chain of custody & canvass (physical ballot accounting, pollbook &
participation reconciliation, eligibility verification, . . . )

• missing ballots; imperfect manifests (Bañuelos & Stark 2012)

• producing CVRs linked to ballots while preserving vote anonymity (SOBA, VAULT,
Non(c)esuch); redacted CVRs

• preserve vote anonymity but provide public evidence the audit didn’t stop too soon
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• auditing some contests doesn’t ensure any other contest results are correct: need to
look at every contest.

• laws & industry of “Cargo-cult RLAs” that go through some of the motions of an
RLA but don’t actually limit the risk that wrong outcomes will be certified,
generally b/c paper trail is untrustworthy (how it’s created and/or curated):
distraction from bigger problems. Viz, GA in 2020 & 2022.

• applying RLA procedures to untrustworthy paper is like building the penthouse of a
skyscraper before the foundation

• even some experts are confused about the difference between fault detection and
affirmative evidence
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Evidence-Based Elections: 3 C’s

• Voters CREATE complete, durable, verified, trustworthy audit trail.

• LEO CARES FOR the audit trail adequately to ensure it remains complete and
accurate.

• Verifiable audit CHECKS reported results against the paper & CORRECTS
outcome if wrong
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Appropriate uses of technology in Elections

Use only in ways that malfunctions can be detected reliably and corrected.
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